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Print Reading for Construction is designed to assist students in reading and understanding
residential and commercial prints. The 2013 edition of this text has been extensively revised and
expanded. The Large Prints folder included with the text contains six sets of construction prints used
with the print reading activities in the text. Of the six sets of prints, five are new. The print sets
comprise 140 prints from residential and commercial construction.Print Reading for Construction is
a practical text suitable for vocational students, apprentices, and building trades workers who want
to increase their knowledge of print reading and construction drawings. The combination text and
workbook presents a thorough discussion of print reading techniques, starting with the basics of
print reading and progressing to advanced topics.â€¢ Includes 140 C-size (17â€• x 22â€•) foldout
prints, which provide learners with realistic on-the-job experiences.â€¢ Provides two unit-based print
reading projects with end-of-unit activities and four comprehensive print reading projects at the end
of the text.â€¢ Full color is used throughout the text to enhance student comprehension of the
subject matter.
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The Prints included are acceptable, but this only contains the prints and not the activity book you will
need. I now have to go to my school's book store and purchase this book and the activity book in a
set because that is the only way to get the activity book.

I did not get the full set of textbook and prints. All I had recieved was the prints and the company
decided to argue on whether I got the review or not. The prints are great, but I paid for textbook too!

The text seems pretty complete but I'd like to see more info and details about the CSI Master
Format. Its divisions are discussed only to the highest level, none of the divisions under that level.
These are necessary for understanding estimating which requires reading prints.

Was expecting book to come with prints and workbook. Received only book containing prints. Had
to buy from school bookstore to get needed workbook. This was of no use since it was not complete
as described. Returning and very unsatisfied.

The assignments in the book were difficult to follow.During the exercises, the book calls for
blueprints not used in the assignment, while actually using blueprints that were not called for.Some
assignments were counter-intuitive.Reading material was average.

I received this product and half the prints were missing. I did not know this until it was too late and
had to order a new set.

Great read. It is an excellent tool for the beginner and a great refresher for the experienced. The
deals and format are great.

Only came with the prints, not the reading. Just buy it at your schools bookstore.
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